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Note: This is the first chapter from God@Rest: Keys to Finding Peace of Mind by Rich Marshall, 

with editing and revisions by Ken Walker. Published August 25, 2018 by Amazon Digital 

Services.    

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 

Finding a Lasting Rest  
 

 “Come to Me . . . I will you give you rest.” 

      --Matthew 11:28 

 

One afternoon, I was riding my bicycle on a familiar road. As a larger-than-normal bike 

rider, I could navigate level surfaces relatively quickly, and I could really fly down hills. Uphill 

climbs were a whole other story. One day on a particular climb (not that steep but long) the 

pavement seemed to stretch out for miles. I approached the hill with certainty that I would 

struggle, go slow, and reach the point of exhaustion by the time I made it to the top. Since I 

hadn’t started riding bikes until I was fifty years old, I routinely experienced exhaustion.  

However, this day as I started up the hill I didn’t experience any decrease in speed. I even 

had to glance back to make sure I was going uphill. Sure enough, as I climbed higher and higher 

I maintained the pace. The further I went, the more exhilarated I felt. I finally broke into a shout 

of praise! Excited would be an understatement. It felt like my entire bike riding experience had 

reached a higher level. I could climb with the best of them.  

Then I realized the source of my sudden uphill acceleration: a tailwind. My strength, my 

abilities, and my hill-climbing expertise had not changed one iota. The wind had shifted and was 

literally blowing me along. When I didn’t have to rely on my own strength, it made hill climbing 

easy. So it is with the Lord. Let Jesus be the wind at your back! He makes it easy. That day, I did 

not need extra training. I simply I needed to be in the right place at the right time. Position 

yourself, your mind, your attitude, and your very existence right in the yoke with Jesus. He will 

carry you through! It is easy because the wind of the Spirit is with you! 

It is that power from God to keep you on track, to quiet the doubts in your mind, and to 

help you experience real peace that this book is all about. That is what the rest of God is! In life, 

some people find the life-giving, energy-giving rest that God has promised. Others, with the 

same opportunities and options, end up full of negativism and irritability. God@Rest is the long-

awaited follow-up to my first two books. Released at the dawn of the marketplace ministry 

movement, God@Work and God@Work Volume 2 (which I will refer to as God@Work II) 

brought needed messages to the body of Christ. God used them in a powerful, life-changing way 

for many of God’s frontline—but often overlooked—marketplace ministers. Since the first 

book’s release in 2000, a worldwide movement of these ministers emerged, most recently 

stimulating the creation of the “Seven Mountains” movement. Often criticized and 

mischaracterized as a push to create a theocracy, in reality this movement simply encourages 

believers in Christ to bring God’s influence and standards into worldly venues instead of being 

content to express them solely in a church setting.  
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If you are one of those marketplace ministers called by God and described in God@Work 

II, you either need, or soon will need, the message of God@Rest. I have recognized this need, at 

least conceptually, for many years. At one of our earliest marketplace ministry conferences, Sam 

Benson—a longtime pastor and now a ministry overseer at Destiny Christian Church in 

Burnsville, Minnesota—preached a message from Hebrews 4. The chapter begins: “Therefore, 

since a promise remains of entering His rest, let us fear lest any of you seem to have come short 

of it. For indeed the gospel was preached to us as well as to them; but the word which they heard 

did not profit them, not being mixed with faith in those who heard it” (Heb. 4:1-2).  

Benson’s message focused on the promise of rest the Lord has given His children. I 

picked up on his words and have used a form of resting in God since then. A few years ago, 

prolific author and Prophet James Goll turned to me in a conference where we were both 

speaking and remarked: “Your next book will be titled ‘God@Rest.’” I responded: “Wow, that 

sounds like God to me.” And it was! However, it took years to learn some of the lessons and 

enter into this rest fully enough to share it with you.  

Let me illustrate with the story of two men: Robert and Ted. They lived in seemingly 

parallel worlds. Both held the same advanced business degree, which helped them maneuver 

their way through high-pressure, fast-moving worlds. Both occupied positions made tougher by 

the turbulent twenty-first century economy. They even followed the same daily routine: up at the 

crack of dawn and out the door to beat rush-hour traffic to the office. There they worked non-

stop throughout the day before turning out the lights. 

As you can imagine, both achieved worldly success. They ascended the corporate ladder 

at an accelerated pace, earning regular promotions and the attendant salary increases. Between 

their smoothly-functioning organizations and well-manicured suburban homes, attractive wives, 

and well-behaved children, they seemed to possess everything they needed to make them happy. 

In addition to these business and personal achievements, their respective walks of faith, at 

least to those looking on, mirrored each other as well. Both were Christians and regular church 

attenders and others looked at them as leaders in the faith community. They often expressed their 

beliefs to co-workers, despite the perils that exist for anyone daring to “proselytize” in the 

modern workplace. They knew the Bible well, could quote scripture, and routinely applied 

Christian principles to the daily news. Interpreting the headlines, they reviewed current events 

and explained the parallels to Scripture. Namely, how following biblical patterns brings success, 

while ignoring them reaps disaster. They had no doubt that their work was God’s plan for their 

lives; it represented a primary motivation for their daily existence. They knew that God had 

called them to work as their ministry and mission field.  

Robert and Ted were so successful and powerful, many of their friends could have easily 

envied their rapid climbs toward the top. Yet, at the end of each day, a mammoth gulf existed 

between these two, apparently indistinguishable executives. At first, others could hardly discern 

the difference. Over time, it grew until it became obvious to anyone who took the time to 

examine the situation. 

Robert remained optimistic, energized, and excited about the future. He peppered his 

daily conversation with talk of expansion, growth, and making an impact for the kingdom of 

God. Robert’s outward focus surfaced through his plans to provide better care for his employees, 

including the addition of a corporate chaplain to serve the needs of his staff. You see, Robert had 

learned to enter into the rest of God in the midst of storms that life might send his way. He had 

learned to let God handle the stress and he had complete peace of mind. Hebrews 4:10 would 
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describe him in this way: “For he who has entered His rest has himself also ceased from his 

works as God did from His.” 

Ted, on the other hand, began to show signs of weariness. He was becoming increasingly 

irritable; and he even expressed skepticism toward any suggestions of expansion or growth. 

While the normally upbeat leader became more and more negative, the atmosphere around 

him—whether in the office or at home—took on the same negative and somber feel. Ted had not 

learned how to enter into the energy producing and life giving power of “God’s rest.” As a result, 

the Bible describes him with these strong words in Hebrews 3:12: “Beware, brethren, lest there 

be in any of you an evil heart of unbelief in departing from the living God.” Sound too strong? 

That is how the Hebrews writer describes this rest: Faith is the doorway to rest; if you want real 

peace of mind, faith is the ticket! On the other hand, and I know this sounds harsh, unbelief, in 

fact “the evil heart of unbelief” is the obstacle that will keep you from His rest. While faith is the 

ticket to peace of mind, lack of faith will cause you undue stress and an unrelenting troubled 

mind. Like Robert and Ted, you have choices to make. Not necessarily hard choices, but faith 

choices. 

And so it goes with the story of Robert and Ted. While both looked alike on the outside, 

the key difference between them existed on the inside: only one of these two executives knew 

how to enter the rest of God. Namely, finding Him in every situation so he could draw strength 

from His presence! You see, the  You see, the rest to which I am referring is not fulfilled by 

taking a day off or going on a long vacation. While everyone needs breaks, I am talking about 

the strength derived from walking in the center of God’s will. This will provide the resolve and 

inner peace that comes from knowing He is the wind at your back in what might otherwise be an 

incredibly stressful situation. There are answers for all of us in this kind of ongoing, refreshing 

rest. In the pages ahead, I invite you to learn more about this satisfying solution to life’s 

dilemmas, problems, and fears. 

 

  

 


